
                                                           
 

Testimonial:  
I was told by the GE service center supervisor, that in order for the high efficiency portion of the heater to be 
serviced, the technician needs get behind the water heater. Almost impossible, when the heater is installed in a 
closet or even up against a wall.  Note neither the marketing information or the installation instructions 
documented this.*  I was told that even though the heater is still under the GE warranty, I would have to pay a 
plumber to uninstall the heater and put it in the middle of the room in order for the technician to have full 
access to the rear of the unit, before they would honor the warranty.  After the repair pay the plumber for 
another visit to reinstall the heater.  Losing 4-5 days of hot water in my house.  I paid $1,730.92 for this ?high 
efficiency? heater.  When a normal heater would have cost around $450 and now the high efficiency portion will 
not work unless I pay an additional unknown hundreds of dollars for two plumber visits. What good is the GE 
warranty, plus I wasted $1,280.92.   
 
Bob Brewton 
 
Posted by waterheatertimer.org after Bob sent email complaint 

 
 

Apparently the new GE Hybrid water heater has a real service problem. 

From waterheatertimer.org 
 
*Both the GE manual and waterheatertimer.org page say to install GE hybrid in 10’x10’ room with minimum 7” of space 
between water heater and wall. Servicemen need space to work, and 7” is a minimal amount of space for a man with 
flashlight and tools.  
 
However installers might not be aware of the space requirement, and mistakenly install GE hybrid in relatively small 
closet or up against the wall. Because this is how ordinary electric water heater is installed. 
 
Hybrid water heaters are different than electric water heater. Consumers should read literature before buying Hybrid 
water heater, and make sure installer leaves space for servicing and repairs, but also leave space for ample air intake, 
and space for periodic maintenance such as cleaning air filter, cleaning drain line etc. 
 
In fairness, the space requirement is concealed from consumers. Consumers are not plumbers. Instead they are exposed 
to GE hybrid promotion that emphasizes huge impossible save-the-earth energy-savings without mentioning that unit 
needs to be installed in large, clean, unobstructed space away from laundry chemicals and basement dust. GE does NOT 
make it clear in everyday product promotion that the Hybrid heater requires a large open space. Obviously if customers 
were aware of the space requirement, it would be major obstacle against buying the product. 
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